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Don’t be that guy!





Lemon Markets

















Imposter



Well Discussed



Possibly Misguided
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Why this talk?









More people than ever..



More money than ever..



More hacks than ever..



Hypothesis



We are currently sucking



…and we are sucking because while we 
think everyone else is sucking,  

we think we are doing just fine…





Our personality defects





Give it 5 minutes..

https://signalvnoise.com/posts/3124-give-it-five-minutes



 https://twitter.com/joannag/status/1043539467339030528?s=21 
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 https://twitter.com/joannag/status/1043539467339030528?s=21 



🙄



following the News doesn’t make you an 
expert..

















“Why didn’t they just do XX?”



“Why didn’t they just do XX?”



For people accustomed to think that plans of campaign and battles 
are made by generals- as any one of us sitting over a map in his 
study may imagine how he would have arranged things in this or that 
battle- the questions present themselves: Why did Kutuzov during the 
retreat not do this or that? Why did he not take up a position before 
reaching Fili? Why did he not retire at once by the Kaluga road, 
abandoning Moscow? and so on. People accustomed to think in that 
way forget, or do not know, the inevitable conditions which always 
limit the activities of any commander in chief. The activity of a 
commander in chief does not all resemble the activity we imagine to 
ourselves when we sit at case in our studies examining some 
campaign on the map, with a certain number of troops on this and 
that side in a certain known locality, and begin our plans from some 
given moment. A commander in chief is never dealing with the 
beginning of any event- the position from which we always 
contemplate it. The commander in chief is always in the midst of 
a series of shifting events and so he never can at any moment 
consider the whole import of an event that is occurring. Moment 
by moment the event is imperceptibly shaping itself, and at every 
moment of this continuous, uninterrupted shaping of events the 
commander in chief is in the midst of a most complex play of 
intrigues, worries, contingencies, authorities, projects, counsels, 
threats, and deceptions and is continually obliged to reply to 
innumerable questions addressed to him, which constantly conflict 
with one another. 

War and Peace by Leo Tolstoy



Discussions post-breach are easy



Choosing is the hard part







In fact..  
Learning from breaches is critical..



Anna - Phishing



Blue-Teaming can be hard..







There are definite challenges



https://t2.fi/2017/02/05/haroon-meer-keynote-2016/



Tight Feedback Loops



Attackers know Costs



Dino Dai Zovi - “Attacker Math” (2011)



KNOWN UNKNOWN

ATTACKER Cost to Attacker 
Value to Attacker -

DEFENDER Value to attacker? Cost to attacker



https://web.archive.org/web/20160826071845/https://www.trailofbits.com/resources/attacker_math_101_slides.pdf

https://web.archive.org/web/20160826071845/https://www.trailofbits.com/resources/attacker_math_101_slides.pdf


Attackers write Code



Enterprise Obstacles



Enterprise Obstacles 
(our attitudes to them)





Attack vs. Defense



“It’s always easier for others”



But.. We need to be honest.. 



10,000 hours…











https://www.slideshare.net/astamos/appsec-is-eating-security



http://www.wsj.com/articles/SB10001424053111903480904576512250915629460

http://www.wsj.com/articles/SB10001424053111903480904576512250915629460


Super easy to be nihilistic



https://www.techrepublic.com/article/10-signs-you-arent-cut-out-to-be-a-cybersecurity-specialist/



https://www.techrepublic.com/article/10-signs-you-arent-cut-out-to-be-a-cybersecurity-specialist/



p@#! - or get off the pot!



ALMOST ALL GENERIC ADVICE IS WRONG







https://storage.googleapis.com/pub-tools-public-publication-data/pdf/43231.pdf



“we take a risk based approach”



How do you test your assumptions?



In many ways, the work of a critic is easy. We risk 
very little, yet enjoy a position over those who offer 
up their work and their selves to our judgment. We 
thrive on negative criticism, which is fun to write and 
to read. But the bitter truth we critics must face is 
that, in the grand scheme of things, the average 
piece of junk is probably more meaningful than our 
criticism designating it so. But there are times when a 
critic truly risks something, and that is in the 
discovery and defense of the new. The world is often 
unkind to new talent, new creations. The new needs 
friends.



Modern CISO is in a powerful position





Security Researchers



http://blog.jacobtorrey.com/chess-vs-poker

As the gap between the chess players and poker 
players grows, our contributions to the field become 
decreasingly relevant to the majority population of 
the Internet and we risk becoming a marginalized 
group, even though we are the most capable to help 
raise the bar for everyone. It is crucial for the 
research community to keep the motivations of 
both the adversaries and civilians who use the 
network in mind, so we can assist them by playing 
the proper game. I certainly like the chess problems 
of today, and by no means am I calling for research 
in the more esoteric fields to cease, merely a 
friendly reminder to beat the attacker at his or her 
own game, not play yourself and declare yourself 
the winner.



Apple Security - “LOL”



“When we win it's with small things,   
and the triumph itself makes us small”  

http://www.michaelppowers.com/wisdom/rilke.html











Make Stuff.. 



“when you don't create things, you 
become defined by your tastes rather 
than ability. your tastes only narrow & 
exclude people. so create.” 

― Why The Lucky Stiff



https://vimeo.com/24715531



“Nobody tells this to people who are beginners, I wish someone told me. All 
of us who do creative work, we get into it because we have good taste. But 
there is this gap. For the first couple years you make stuff, it’s just not that 
good. It’s trying to be good, it has potential, but it’s not. But your taste, the 
thing that got you into the game, is still killer. And your taste is why your 
work disappoints you. A lot of people never get past this phase, they quit. 

Most people I know who do interesting, creative work went through years of 
this. We know our work doesn’t have this special thing that we want it to 

have. We all go through this. And if you are just starting out or you are still in 
this phase, you gotta know its normal and the most important thing you can 
do is do a lot of work. Put yourself on a deadline so that every week you will 

finish one story. It is only by going through a volume of work that you will 
close that gap, and your work will be as good as your ambitions. And I took 

longer to figure out how to do this than anyone I’ve ever met. It’s gonna take 
awhile. It’s normal to take awhile. You’ve just gotta fight your way through.” 







Hope…





Screenshots of talks/medium posts



@four 2fac

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pY4FBGI7bHM



@square exfil

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lrGbK6fE7bI



Its all so wide open again..



Apache - nginx 

wireguard 



There are sooooo many cool things to be 
done..



There are so many important problems to 
solve…



Don’t waste your time being that other 
guy..
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